Staff Selection Commission has declared the result of Combined Graduate Level Examination (Tier-II) 2018 on 25.10.2019.

2. In order to ensure greater transparency in the examination system, and in the interest of the candidates, the Commission has uploaded the Final Answer Keys along with Question Paper(s) of candidates on 30.10.2019.

3. The candidates may take a print out of their respective Question Paper along with the Final Answer Keys by using the link given below. This facility will be available for the candidates for a period of one month i.e. upto 29.11.2019.

4. The candidates’ may take a print out of their respective Response Sheets, as the same will not be available after the above-specified time limit.

Under Secretary(C-1/1)
30.10.2019

For Final Answer Key – CGLE (Tier-II) 2018 – Click here